List of members: Uzbekistan Consortium

1. National Library of Uzbekistan
2. Kokand university
3. Westminster International university in Tashkent
4. YEOJU Technical Institute in Tashkent
5. The Institute of Nuclear Physics
6. Institute of mathematics named after Romanovsky
7. Ulugbek astronomical Institute
8. The Fiscal Institute under the State Tax Committee of the Republic of Uzbekistan
9. Samarkand State Medical Institution
10. "Tashkent University of Information Technologies named after Muhammad al-Khwarizmi"
11. Uzbek State University of World Languages
12. Abdulla Qodiriy creative school
13. Turon Information Librarian Resource centre of Tashkent region
14. The Higher School of Strategic Analysis and Prognosis of the Republic of Uzbekistan
15. Bektemir District Information and library center of Tashkent city
16. Head scientific and methodological center
17. Fergana Library and information center
18. Navoi State Mining Institute
19. Library of the Legislative Chamber
20. The creative school named after Iskhokhon Ibrat the Agency the Prezidential institutions of the Republic Uzbekistan
21. Creative school named after Muhammad Yusuf in Andijan
22. Creative school named after Ogahiy under the Agency of Presidential Institutions of the RU
23. Creative school named after Abdulla Oripov under the Agency of Presidential Institutions of the RU
24. Creative school named after Erkin Vohidov under the Agency of Presidential Institutions of the RU
25. Specialized boarding school for advanced study of uzbek language and literature named after Hamid Olimjon and Zulfiya
26. “Tashkent institute of irrigation and agricultural mechanization engineers” national research university